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Abstract
Objectives: The aim of the study is to evaluate the impact of occupation, age, gender, and marital status of raters on the perception of 3D facial images (PFI).
Setting and sample population: Thirty subjects were selected.
Material and methods: 3dMDface system and software was used for a 3D stereophotogrammetrical image capturing of these subjects. From these 3D images, 5
different facial views were obtained for every subject; Full Frontal (FF), Full Profile (FP), Lower Frontal (LF), Lower Profile (LP), and Dynamic (D) views. The panel
of raters consisted of 20 orthodontists, 50 dentists, and 100 laypersons with equal number of males and females. A hundred and nine of the raters were single and 61
were married. The raters made their scoring on a scale from A to E (Most attractive to Least attractive, respectively). The collected data were statistically analyzed.
Results: The occupation, age, and marital status of raters played no role in the perception of 3D facial images. Female raters gave significantly higher mean score than
male raters in their perception of female images, while no significant difference was found for male images. Dynamic view and Lower Frontal view were the most
preferred views for female and male images, respectively. Full frontal view was the least preferred view for both female and male images.
Conclusion: 3D Full frontal view in the perception of 3D facial images is not reliable. A realistic 3 dimensional vision of the entire face should be considered as a
most robust and reliable diagnostic tool.

Introduction

Material and methods

For a long established period of time, since the introduction of the
Broadbent cephalometry [1], the diagnostic methods in orthodontics
had used the two-dimensional (2D) representations of patients’
craniofacial morphology. These 2D diagnostic methods spot the main
focus solely on hard tissue information. Nowadays, the paradigm of
our treatment goals has shifted with more emphasis on soft tissue
parameters [2]. This emphasis on soft tissue required a similar shift to
novel approaches for 3D imaging.

Thirty subjects (15 males and 15 females) were selected, out of 100,
to satisfy the following inclusion criteria: adults, same ethnic group
(Caucasian), having a normal occlusion, having no history of previous
orthodontic treatment and free of developmental anomalies or related
syndromes. All the subjects were informed that their photographs were
going to be used for research purpose and were asked to sign a written
consent form.

There have been many techniques for 3D facial imaging including
laser scanning [3], computerized tomography [4], stereolithography
[5], and ultrasonograhy [6]. Most of these techniques require the use
of prohibitively expensive equipment and highly skilled technical
support. These techniques carried considerable risks for the patient,
such as exposing the body to high doses of radiation, and the eyes
to laser light [7]. Stereophotographic 3D technology introduced by
*
3dMDface system was claimed to be rapid, safe, and easy to operate.
To date, no studies have been conducted to evaluate the variation in
raters’ perception of these 3D facial images.
The aim of this study was to explore the effect of raters’ attributes
(occupation, age, gender, and marital status) on the perception of 3D
facial images (PFI).
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The panel of raters was a total of 170 and comprised 20 orthodontists
(age range 25-55 years), 50 dentists (age range 25-46 years), and 100
laypersons (age range 20-65 years). There were equal number of males
and females on each panel to eliminate sex bias. Of the 170 raters, 109
of raters were single and 61 were married.
Image capturing: To capture the images, each subject was seated in
a natural head position by looking forward as if he/she is looking at his/
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her eyes in a mirror with the lips closed at rest and with standardized
1.524 meter (five feet) object-to-lens distance. For the digital 3D image
acquisition, a 3D stereophotogrammetrical camera and a software
program modular system* were used. The 3dMDface system consists
of 6
*

3dMDface System (version 1.0)

medical-grades, machine-vision cameras on 2 pods; each contains 1
full color and 2 black-and-white cameras. Both pods were connected to
a computer with a fire wire cable. The pictures were captured by light
photography.
The cameras were synchronized to image each subject in 1.5 ms with
high resolution, enabling geometry to be processed as one continuous
point cloud; single raw data was set with one coordinate system (no
stitching), this provided ear-to-ear coverage. The images obtained from
those 6 cameras were reconstructed into a 3D stereophotogrammetrical
image. The digital 3D images could be viewed using a software
program**.
Views construction: The subjects were presented in five different
views:

1) Dynamic (D) View: represented as a video which allows the
subject’s face to rotate to the right by 90 degrees and to the left by 90
degrees in a dynamic motion (Figures 1 and 2).

3)
Full Profile (FP) View: during rotation of the dynamic view,
an image at a
**3dMDpatient software program (version 1.0)
standardized position was captured for each subject to obtain the
conventional profile view showing the head anterior to the ear, <2mm
of opposite eyebrow or eyelash was visible, one philtral column visible,
and the lips were closed (Figures 5 and 6).

4) Lower Frontal (LF) View: obtained from cropping the FF
view. The view extended soft tissue subnasale superiorly to soft tissue
menton inferiorly and a horizontal line perpendicular to the subnasale
line at the angle of the mandible (Figures 7 and 8).
5) Lower Profile (LP) View: obtained from cropping the
FP view. The view extended vertically from soft tissue” subnasale”
superiorly to soft tissue “menton” inferiorly and horizontally from a
point anterior to the tip of the nose to a point posterior to the angle of
the mandible (Figures 9 and 10).
Rating of photographs: The sets of views were copied to 5 slide
shows in a PowerPoint*** presentation form for projection on a portable
desktop showing screen, one slide for each view, separately. The raters

2) Full Frontal (FF) View: during rotation of the dynamic view,
an image at a standardized position was captured for each subject to
obtain the conventional frontal view (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Full Frontal view of a Female subject.

Figure 1. Dynamic view of a Female subject.

Figure 2. Dynamic view of a Male subject.
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Figure 4. Full Frontal view of a Male subject.

Figure 5. Full Profile view of a Female subject.
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is to rate each image on a scale from A to E (A is the most attractive
and E is the least attractive). We solicit your personal opinion; there
is no “right answer”. The time required to rate each image should not
exceed 5-6 seconds. Be aware that when two or more subjects appear
equally matched, small differences in their ratings will not affect the
experimental outcome.”

Figure 6. Full Profile view of a Male subject.

After the raters had an opportunity to practice with the computer,
an additional image of each view, not included in the sample, was
placed on the first slide, so that they could familiarize themselves with
the rating procedure. Each rater would receive the images while seating
with unobstructed views of the screen and close enough to allow for
detailed examination. Each rater made his or her evaluation privately
and they were asked not to return to any previously viewed images as
they proceeded through the binder. Each image was displayed for 5-6
seconds to take the first impression evaluation.
Statistical analysis: Assessment of various views was calculated,
normalized and tabulated on a continuous scale from 0 to 100 for each
of the females’ and males’ views separately. Statistical analysis was
carried out using ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) for comparing the
perception of orthodontists, dentists and laypersons. Correlation.

Figure 7. Lower Frontal view of a Female subject.

Analysis (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient) was used for
evaluating the role of raters’ age in the perception of different views,
and Independent Samples Test (T-test for Equality of Means) was
used to find out the effect of gender and marital status of raters on the
perception.

Results
For clarity, the results will be presented to answer the followings
questions:
Question I: Is there a difference between laypersons, dentists
and orthodontists in their perception of facial images (PFI)?

Figure 8. Lower Frontal view of a Male subject.

By comparing the perception of facial images of orthodontists,
dentists, and laypersons, the results showed no significant difference in
their rating of the five facial views of female and male images (Figures
11 and 12) (Tables 1 and 2).
Question II: Does the rater age play a role in PFI?
The results of PCC revealed no correlation between age of raters
and mean scores of the five facial views of the female and male images
(Tables 3 and 4).
Question III: Is there a difference between the rater genders in
the PFI?
The study of this variable was conducted using Independent
Samples Test. It showed higher mean scores for female raters than

Figure 9. Lower Profile view of a Female subject.

were told that they would see 5 slide; each would show one view for
30 subjects (15 females and 15 males). Raters were unaware that the
five different slides were comprising the same subjects to eliminate the
interrelation of the views.
The instructions for the raters before they examined the images of
each view were as follows:
***Microsoft, Redmond, Wash
“Images of subjects will be presented to you sequentially. The task
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Figure 10. Lower Profile view of a Male subject.
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images (Table 6) (Figures 13 and 14).
Question IV: Does the marital status of the rater play a role in
PFI?
Independent Samples Test revealed no significant difference
between single and married raters in their evaluation of the five views of
female and male images (Tables 7 and 8) & (Figures 15 and 16). There
was only significant difference in the LP view of the female subjects,
Table 5. Difference in mean scores of females views according to raters gender.
View

Figure 11. Bar chart of the difference in perception of different female views among
different occupations.
Table 1. Difference in mean scores of females views according to raters occupation.
Dentist

P -value

Views

Orthodontist

laypersons

MS ±SE

MS ±SE

MS ±SE

FF

40.1±2.49

37.2±1.94

36.8 ±1.56

0.65

FP

41.7±2.66

41.9 ±2.06

41.4 ±1.70

0.98

LF

43.2±2.94

41.6 ±2.11

40.7 ±1.63

0.80

LP

41.3±2.60

39.1 ±2.10

41.3 ±1.79

0.72

D

45.0±2.64

44.4 ±2.14

40.9 ±1.63

0.30

P -value

Female

Male

MS ±SE

MS ±SE

FF

41.4 ±1.41

33.2 ±1.62

FP

45.2 ±1.63

38.0 ±1.68

0.00230**

LF

45.5 ±1.55

37.0 ±1.69

0.00029***

LP

44.5 ±1.73

36.9 ±1.73

0.00224**

D

46.7 ±1.63

38.1 ±1.61

0.00022***

0.00018***

MS: Mean Scores
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
***P < 0.001 Very Highly Significant
Table 6. Difference in mean scores of males views according to raters gender.
View

Male
MS±SE

P -value

MS : Mean Scores
SE: Standard Error
p > 0.05 Non significant

Female
MS±SE

FF

36.9±1.66

36.6±1.72

0.90197

FP

42.7±1.61

39.8±1.80

0.22837

Table 2. Difference in mean scores of male views according to raters occupation.

LF

46.9±1.80

44.6±1.82

0.37558

LP

46.7±1.92

42.2±1.77

0.08980

D

38.7±1.86

39.3±1.71

0.82211

Views

P -value

Orthodontist

Dentist

laypersons

MS ±SE

MS ±SE

MS ±SE

FF

34.1±2.99

36.4±1.68

37.4±1.74

0.67

FP

39.1±3.13

43.4±1.80

40.6±1.74

0.47

LF

42.6±2.86

45.7±1.97

46.5±1.86

0.64

LP

42.3±2.86

44.5±1.80

44.8±1.97

0.84

D

39.4±3.23

39.8±1.87

38.5±1.82

0.89

MS: Mean Scores
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
***P < 0.001 Very Highly Significant

MS : Mean Scores
SE: Standard Error
p > 0.05 Non significant
Table 3. Correlation of female views with raters age.
Views

R

P Value

FF

- 0.052

0.504

FP

- 0.032

0.682

LF

- 0.050

0.519

LP

- 0.050

0.520

D

- 0.050

0.516

P > 0.05 Non Significant

Figure 12. Bar chart of the difference in perception of different male views among different
occupations.

Table 4. Correlation of male views with raters age.
Views

R

P Value

FF

- 0.025

0.751

FP

- 0.093

0.226

LF

- 0.066

0.391

LP

- 0.058

0.451

D

- 0.005

0.947

P > 0.05 Non Significant

male raters regarding the five views of female images with a very high
significant difference for D, FF, and LF views and high significant
difference for FP, and LP views (Table 5).
On the other hand, there was no significant difference between the
mean scores of female and male raters concerning all views of male
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Figure 13. Bar chart showing the effect of raters gender on female views.
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Figure 14. Bar chart showing the effect of raters gender on Male views.
Table 7. Difference in mean scores of females views according to raters marital Status.

Figure 16. Bar chart showing the effect of raters marital status on male views.
Table 9. Descriptive Statistics of female views.

View

Single
MS±SE

Married
MS±SE

P -value

Views

Number

MS ±SE

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

FF

170

37.3±1.12

35.1

39.5

FF

38.4±1.32

35.3±2.02

0.18892

FP

170

41.6±1.20

39.2

43.9

FP

42.9±1.39

39.3±2.23

0.14853

LF

170

41.2±1.19

38.9

43.6

LF

42.7±1.40

38.6±2.14

0.09577

LP

170

40.7±1.25

38.2

43.2

LP

42.7±1.47

37.0±2.24

0.02872

D

170

42.2±1.19

40.1

44.7

D

43.9±1.48

39.7±1.98

0.09253

MS : Mean Scores

SE: Standard Error

MS: Mean Scores
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
***P < 0.001 Very Highly Significant
Table 8. Difference in mean scores of males views according to raters marital status.
View

Single
MS±SE

Married
MS±SE

P -value

FF

37.9±1.39

34.6±2.18

0.19332

FP

42.7±1.43

38.8±2.19

0.12338

LF

47.1±1.55

43.4±2.24

0.16041

LP

45.5±1.55

42.5±2.39

0.27289

D

39.5±1.56

38.0±2.15

0.56002

MS: Mean Scores
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
***P < 0.001 Very Highly Significant

Figure 17. Bar chart of the ranking of attractiveness for female views according to the
mean score.

Figure 15. Bar chart showing the effect of raters marital status on female views.

where the single rater gave higher mean scores than married raters.
Question V: Which of the views affects the PFI?
Descriptive statistics for the scores of the different views was carried
out. According to these results, the highest mean score for the female
images was given to the Dynamic view followed by the Full Profile view
(mean score 42.4 and 41.6 respectively) whereas, the Full Frontal view
was the least scored (mean score 37.3) (Table 9).
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Figure 18. Bar chart of the ranking of attractiveness for male Views according to the mean
score.

For male images, the highest mean score was given to the Lower
frontal view followed by Lower Profile view (mean score 45.8 and 44.4
respectively). Similar to female images, the least scored view was the
Full Frontal view (mean score 36.7) (Table 10) (Figures 17 and 18).
Multiple comparisons (Least Significant Difference test) were done
to find out the correlation between the different facial views of female
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and male images separately and the degree of significance between the
views (Tables 11 and 12).

Additionally, from a single 3D data set, any 2D photographic view could
be generated (left and right laterals, frontal, left and right oblique) [15].

Discussion

Perception of these 3D facial images (PFI) may be related to the
occupation, gender, age, and marital status of the raters. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the effect of these variables on the PFI. There was
a considerable controversy in the literature as to whether laypersons
and professionals, including orthodontists and dentists, agreed in
their perception of facial images. Ackerman and Proffit [16] noted
that the orthodontist’s view of facial images and that of the patient [or
parent] may differ considerably. Several studies reported an agreement
between professionals and laypersons [16-24], while others reported
significant disagreements [25-32]. In this study, a good agreement was
found between orthodontists, dentists and laypersons in their rating of
different images in the different views.

The past two decades have witnessed advances in computer hardand software tools that allowed for improvements in 3D hard and soft
tissue imaging. Three-dimensional capturing tools have been developed
and were reported to be applicable in orthodontics [8,9]. Ferrario, et
al. [10] analyzed the facial soft tissues 3-dimensionally using mesh
diagrams and CCD cameras, while Oliveira, et al. [11] evaluated the
changes in the maxilla before and after orthodontic treatment using a
3D laser scanner. Han, et al. [12] introduced facial soft-tissue analysis
using 3D computed tomography. These three-dimensional techniques,
however, have some drawbacks [13,14].
In this study, stereophotogrammetry introduced by 3dMD face
system was used to obtain the 3D facial images. The process of imaging
was more simple and took less time than traditional photography.
Table 10. Descriptive Statistics of male view.
Views

Number

MS±SE

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

FF

170

36.7±1.19

34.4

39.1

FP

170

41.3±1.21

38.9

43.7

LF

170

45.8±1.28

43.2

48.3

LP

170

44.4±1.31

41.9

47.0

D

170

39.0±1.26

36.5

41.5

MS : Mean Scores

SE: Standard Error

Table 11. Multiple comparisons of female views “Least Significant Difference (LSD)”.
View Vs. View
FF

Mean Difference

±SE

P-value

FP

FF

LF

-4.31

1.68

0.01053*

-3.96

1.68

FF

LP

-3.41

1.68

0.01880*
0.04290*

FF

D

-5.14

1.68

0.00233**

FP

LF

0.35

1.68

0.83390

FP

LP

0.90

1.68

0.59206

FP

D

-0.82

1.68

0.62465

LF

LP

0.55

1.68

0.74428

LF

D

-1.18

1.68

0.48461

LP

D

-1.73

1.68

0.30541

SE: Standard Error
P > 0.05 Non Significant
*P < 0.05 Significant
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
Table 12. Multiple comparisons of male views “Least Significant Difference (LSD)”.
View Vs. View
FF

Mean Difference

±SE

P-value

FP

-4.55

1.77

0.01027*

FF

LF

-9.05

1.77

0.00000***

FF

LP

-7.73

1.77

0.00001***

FF

D

-2.27

1.77

0.19875

FP

LF

-4.50

1.77

0.01112*

FP

LP

-3.18

1.77

0.07283

FP

D

2.27

1.77

0.19875

LF

LP

1.32

1.77

0.45443

LF

D

6.77

1.77

0.00014***

LP

D

5.45

1.77

0.00212**

SE: Standard Error
P > 0.05 Non Significant
*P < 0.05 Significant
**P < 0.01 Highly Significant
***P < 0.001 Very Highly Significant
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Similarly, conflicting results exist in literature regarding the
relationship between the rater gender and their PFI. It was reported that
gender had no effect on perception [21,31,33] but other studies reported
difference between males and females in their PFI [25,27,29,34-38]. In
this study, significant differences were found where female raters gave
higher scores to female images. No significant difference was found
between genders in rating male images.
Regarding the age effect, the fact that the raters were all adults
may explain the lack of influence found in this study. Kokich, et al.
[39] found that age has no effect on perception of dental images and
is in contrast with other studies that found that age can affect the PFI
[25,35].
Little or no data was found in the orthodontic literature regarding
the effect of marital status of the raters on the PFI. The results of this
study showed no significant difference between single and married
raters in their rating of female and male images in all views except for
LP view of the female images, where the single rater gave higher mean
scores than married raters.
When different facial views were considered, the most preferred
view for female images was the Dynamic view followed by Full Profile
view while for male images, the most preferred view was the Lower
frontal view followed by Lower Profile view. An agreement was found
for both female and male images in the least preferred view which
was the full frontal view. This indicates that we should not rely only
on 3D full frontal view in the PFI; we would rather have a realistic 3
dimensional vision at the entire face. This result is in contrast with
another study which reported that frontal views were rated as more
attractive than profile views [32]. It should be noted, however, that this
study was carried out on a 2 dimensional basis.
Previous studies comparing the difference in PFI of raters with
different variables were using 2 dimensional images. This study is
the first to utilize 3 dimensional images in the evaluation of facial
perception.

Conclusion
Proper evaluation of facial esthetics requires a holistic approach,
combining several views. Despite the diversity of raters’ attributes, a
trend in esthetic preference was focused.
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